
Long Term Plan Year 12 History
Subject driver - "The more you know about your past, the better you are prepared for your future" - Theodore Roosevelt
Each unit per half term will be taught side by side (2 different teachers),

Half
term

Unit title Key knowledge/
Content to learn and
retain

Essential
skills to
acquire
(subject &
generic)

Link to
subject
driver

Anticipated
misconceptions

Links to
previous
KS

Link
s to
futu
re
KS

Opportunity for
stretch for high prior
attainers

SMSC &
British
Values

Cultural Capital Career Link

1 P1: Unit 1:
Communist
government in the
USSR, 1917-85

Establishing
Communist Party
control 1917-24
*Stalin in power
* Reform stability and
stagnation

Analyse and
evaluate the
key features;
make
substantiated
judgements.

Analyse and
evaluate
sources
within
historical
context

Wider
cultural
knowledge;
differing
ideologies to
Western
democracies

Revolution for the
people but not by
the people; aArxist
theory; key figures
in Communist
Party; lack of
clarity over
direction for new
Communist govt.

Yr 10
Nazi
Germany
Yr 11
Cold
War

Degree level
reading material

Democracy;
Rule of Law;
Individual
Liberty
Tolerance;
Mutual
Respect

Russia was the first
state to have a
communist
revolution and
therefore offered the
blueprint to all future
Communist
revolutionaries.

Investigation
skills relevant for
journalism, the
police, market/
TV/government
researcher.
Balanced
judgements
essential for law,
accountancy and
finance.Travel
and tourism,
politics,
museums,
libraries,
archaeology,
History teaching

1 P2: Unit 1:
Establishing
Communist Rule
1949-57

*China in 1949
*The new power
structure
*Defeating the CCP’s
opponents
*China and the Korean
War

Maoism and
contrast to
Stalinism

Yr 10
Nazi
Germany

Degree level
reading material

Aftershocks of these
changes are still
being felt today as
China is a great
economic and
political power on
the world stage.

2 P1: Unit 2: Industrial
and agricultural
change, 1917-85

Towards a command
economy 1917-28
*Industry and
agriculture in the
Stalin era
*Changing priorities
for industry and
agriculture 1953-85

Analyse and
evaluate the
key features;
make
substantiated
judgements.

Analyse and
evaluate
sources
within
historical
context

Understandi
ng of how a
countries
successes
are
intertwined
with
economic
success

How feudal a
society Russia was
in C20th; How Ind
Rev had not
occurred but had in
other European
nations.
Confusion with
economic
developments on
other paper

Yr 8
Industrial
Revoluti
on
Yr 11
Cold
War

Degree level
reading material

Democracy;
Rule of Law;
Individual
Liberty
Tolerance;
Mutual
Respect

Treatment of
minorities;
dictatorship;
methods of state
control

Investigation
skills relevant for
journalism, the
police, market/
TV/government
researcher.
Balanced
judgements
essential for law,
accountancy and
finance.Travel
and tourism,
politics,
museums,
libraries,
archaeology,

2 P2: Unit 2: Agriculture
and industry, 1949-65

*Early changes in
Agriculture 1949-57
*The communes

Understandi
ng of how a
countries

Confusion with
economic
developments on

Yr 11
Cold
War

Degree level
reading material

Treatment of
minorities;
dictatorship;



History teaching*The First Five- Year
Plan 1952-56
The Second Five-Year
Plan 1958-62

successes
are
intertwined
with
economic
success

other paper methods of state
control

3 P1: Unit 3: Control of
the people, 1917-85

*Media, propaganda
and religion
*The secret police
*The state and cultural
change

Analyse and
evaluate the
key features;
make
substantiated
judgements.

Analyse and
evaluate
sources
within
historical
context

understandi
ng of how
dictators are
able to gain
and retain
control
through fear
and
propaganda.

Different cultural
phases; different
type of Communist
art; the implicit
impact of cultural
changes.

Yr 10
Nazi
Germany
Yr 11
Cold
War

Degree level
reading material

Democracy;
Rule of Law;
Individual
Liberty
Tolerance;
Mutual
Respect

Treatment of
minorities;
dictatorship;
methods of state
control

Investigation
skills relevant for
journalism, the
police, market/
TV/government
researcher.
Balanced
judgements
essential for law,
accountancy and
finance.Travel
and tourism,
politics,
museums,
libraries,
archaeology,
History teaching

3 P2: Unit 3: The
Cultural Revolutions
and its aftermath
1966-76

*Reasons for CR
The Red Guard and
Red Terror
*Attacks on Mao’s
political and class
enemies
*Winding down the
Cultural Revolution
1968-76

understandi
ng of how
dictators are
able to gain
and retain
control
through fear
and
propaganda.

the implicit impact
of cultural
changes.

Yr 10
Nazi
Germany
Yr 11
Cold
War

Degree level
reading material

Treatment of
minorities;
dictatorship;
methods of state
control

4 P1: Unit 4: Social
developments,
1917-85

*Social security
* Women and the
family
*Education and young
people

Analyse and
evaluate the
key features;
make
substantiated
judgements.

Analyse and
evaluate
sources
within
historical
context

Emphasis
on the
ordinary
individuals/g
roups within
the wider
context of
state control

Yr 10
Nazi
Germany
Yr 11
Cold
War

Degree level
reading material

Democracy;
Rule of Law;
Individual
Liberty
Tolerance;
Mutual
Respect

Treatment of
minorities;
dictatorship;
methods of state
control

Investigation
skills relevant for
journalism, the
police, market/
TV/government
researcher.
Balanced
judgements
essential for law,
accountancy and
finance.Travel
and tourism,
politics,
museums,
libraries,
archaeology,
History teaching

4 P2: Unit 4: Social and
cultural changes
1949-76

*The changing status
of women
*Education and health
provision
*Cultural change
*Religion

Yr 10
Nazi
Germany
Yr 11
Cold
War

Degree level
reading material

Treatment of
minorities;
dictatorship;
methods of state
control



5 P1: Unit 5: What
explains the fall of the
USSR, 1985-91?

Revision and exams

*Significance of
economic weaknesses
of USSR and the
failure of reform
* The effects of
Gorbachev’s failure to
reform
*Impact pf nationalist
resurgence
*Gorbachev and
Yeltsin’s role in
collapse

Analyse and
evaluate the
key features;
make
substantiated
judgements.

Analyse and
evaluate
sources
within
historical
context

Collapse of
USSR
explains the
context of
E.Europe ,
and
relations
with Russia
today.
Consolidatio
n of
previous
learning

Gaps in learning;
missed content;
abstract concepts,
volume of content
for knowledge
retention

Yr 11
Cold
War

A
Lev
el
P1
exa
m

Grade A

Explicit use of
Examiners Reports

Democracy;
Rule of Law;
Individual
Liberty
Tolerance;
Mutual
Respect

Context for
West/Russia
relations today

Revision routines
support students to
become
independent
learners,

Investigation
skills relevant for
journalism, the
police, market/
TV/government
researcher.
Balanced
judgements
essential for law,
accountancy and
finance.Travel
and tourism,
politics,
museums,
libraries,
archaeology,
History teaching

5 Revision and exams Previous China
content

Consolidatio
n of
previous
learning

Gaps in learning;
missed content;
abstract concepts,
volume of content
for knowledge
retention

Yr 11
Cold
War

A
Lev
el
P2
Exa
m

Grade A

Explicit use of
Examiners Reports

Revision routines
support students to
become
independent
learners,

6 Preparation for NEA
US Civil Rights
Overview

Chronological
overview of the history
of Civil Rights in the
USA 1860-1980

Historical
enquiry:
analyse &
evaluate
historical
interpretation
s.

Direct
reference to
race
relations in
USA today.

Understanding of
differing
interpretations;
forming a
judgement related
to the enquiry;

Yr 9 -
USA
between
the
Wars;
Yr 11 -
Cold
War

Independent
research; Degree
level reading
material

Democracy;
Rule of Law;
Individual
Liberty
Tolerance;
Mutual
Respect

Understanding of
the chronological
framework of US
race relations;
understanding long
term causes of
Black Lives Matter
movement.

Investigation
skills relevant for
journalism, the
police, market/
TV/government
researcher.
Balanced
judgements
essential for law,
accountancy and
finance.Travel
and tourism,
politics,
museums,
libraries,
archaeology,
History teaching

6 Preparation for NEA
US Civil Rights
Overview


